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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF MISSISSIPPI 

 

NO. 2014-CA-00528-COA 

 

ESTATE OF ROSE GREER, DECEASED: 

JOHN OAKS A/K/A JOHN OAKES                APPELLANT 

 

VS.              CA. NO. 2014-CA-00528 

 

LINDA GREER BALL          APPELLEE 

 

 

 

APPELLEE’S PETITION FOR WRIT OF CERTIORARI 

 

 Now comes Linda Greer Ball, Appellee, by and through counsel, and petitions the Court 

for Writ of Certiorari to review the decision of the Court of Appeals in the above styled matter 

rendered herein May 4, 2016 for “the purpose of resolving substantial questions of law of general 

significance”, as provided in M.R.A.P. 17(a) and involving “fundamental issues of broad public 

importance requiring determination by the Supreme Court” as provided in M.R.A.P.17(a)(3)(ii). 

Left alone, this decision could generate needless litigation by extending the term “testamentary 

in nature” to end of life decisions heretofore accepted by way of 1) life insurance beneficiary 

designations; 2) termination on death declarations; 3) joint depositor agreements; and 4) 

corporate bylaw buy-out provisions; to name only a few.  Appended hereto please find 1) a copy 

of the decision of the Court of Appeals; 2) a copy of Appellee’s Motion for Rehearing; and 3) a 

copy of the Lease Agreement in question. 

FACTS AND PROCEDURAL HISTORY 

This appeal concerns a provision included in a Lease Agreement from Rose Greer dated 

May 3, 2002 with Jene’ and David Nunnery, allowing the Nunnery’s to utilize certain farm land 

of Greer’s in Lincoln County in conjunction with the Nunnery’s dairy business.  The lease term 

began on August 1, 2000 for an initial one (1) year term and provided for automatic one-year 
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renewals thereafter with the final termination date of July 31, 2025.  This dispute is solely 

concerned with Section 3 of that Lease Agreement (being one section of eleven) which provides 

 “in the event of the death of the Lessor, this lease agreement shall not terminate, 

rather the rights and obligations of Lessor shall immediately be transferred to 

Linda Ball, who will also have the right to receive payments hereunder”.  (See 

Exhibit 3). 

 

Greer thereafter executed a Will on July 31, 2009, leaving the remainder of her estate to the 

Appellant in this cause, Oaks, and which Will did not mention the lease assignment to Ball.  

Greer died October 6, 2010.  After probating the Will and being appointed Executor, Oaks filed a 

Complaint for Declaratory Relief against Ball in the Chancery Court of Lincoln County, 

Mississippi, claiming that the assignment (Section 3 of the Lease Agreement) was not valid 

because it was testamentary in nature and did not comply with the requirements for a Will. 
1
 On 

February 20, 2014, the Chancery Court ruled that the disputed portion of the Lease Agreement 

was not testamentary and the provision properly assigned Greer’s Lessor rights and 

responsibilities to Ball.  

BASIS FOR PETITION 

The issue presented to the Court of Appeals by Oaks was whether or not the lease 

agreement constituted a testamentary conveyance.     Stated differently, does a Lessor have the 

right to assign rental payments to a third party under certain conditions, such as death, in 

Mississippi and how far do we wish to extend the term “testamentary in nature” to end of life 

decisions.  Allowed to stand, this decision of the Court of Appeals would put into jeopardy such 

legally accepted documents as: 

 Beneficiary designations in life insurance contracts; 

 Termination on death declarations with regard to investments; 

                                                           
1
 Both parties concede that the lease itself does not pass muster as a Will. 
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 Joint depositor agreements with banks; and 

 Corporate bylaw buy-out provisions; 

to name only a few. Disgruntled heirs/beneficiaries/creditors could and would challenge whether 

those type documents fail to constitute a Will under Mississippi law, given the opportunity to 

argue that they were testamentary in nature.  Certainly this case presents fundamental issues of 

broad public importance requiring determination by the Supreme Court. 

 Notwithstanding the negative potential stated above, the majority opinion of the Court of 

Appeals has misconstrued established law which actually provides greater support for the 

dissenting opinion than that of the majority. 
2
  

 The majority begins with the correct assertion that “a lease is both a contract and a 

conveyance.” K.F. Boackle, Mississippi Landlord and Tenant Law with Forms, § 1.2 (2005) and 

that a lease contract is “freely assignable unless a provision in the lease expressly states the 

contrary”, citing Jeffrey Jackson & Mary Miller, Encyclopedia Mississippi Law, § 21:33 (2015).  

The majority was obviously concerned with the fact that the assignment in question was only 

effective upon Greer’s death.  It is noted that § 89-7-15 M.C.A. (1972) annot. entitled “Rights of 

Assignees of Lessor” provides that “grantees or assignees… of any lands let to lease… may have 

and enjoy the same advantages against the lessees, … which the Lessors themselves… could 

have had or enjoyed.”  thereby providing general authority for assignment of leasehold interests. 

The majority further correctly recognized that there is no Mississippi case examining the validity 

of assignment in a lease agreement and they proceeded to focus upon the two (2) Mississippi 

                                                           
2
 This was a 5/4 decision with one Justice not participating; majority opinion by Griffis, P.J., Barnes, Ishee, Carlton 

and James, JJ., concur.  Wilson, J., dissents with written opinion, joined by Lee, C.J., Irving, P.J., and Fair, J.;  
Greenlee, J., not participating.  The decision denying Appellees Motion for Rehearing experienced the same 
treatment. 
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cases dealing with deeds rather than lease contracts.  Buchanan v. Buchanan, 236 at 756, 112 

So.2d 227 (Miss. 1959) and Ford v. Hegwood, 485 So.2d 1044 (Miss. 1986). The majority stated  

“In both Buchanan  and Ford,  the courts upheld warranty deeds that purported to 

convey land only upon the deaths of the grantors by finding that the grantors 

retained life estates while contemporaneously conveying  the land to the grantees. 

In contrast, this case implicates a lease agreement rather than a warranty deed.  

There is no analogous Mississippi case examining the validity of such an 

assignment in a lease agreement.  Thus, this Court looks to the Buchanan  and 

Ford  decisions for guidance”… ¶13 COA opinion. 

 

The key distinction between the warranty deeds in Buchanan  and Ford  and the 

lease agreement here, however, is that Ball and Greer could not 

contemporaneously possess the same rights afforded under the lease agreement.”  

¶14 COA opinion.  

 

The majority opinion then ignores the fact that the lease agreement was reached by and between 

Greer and the Nunnerys for valid consideration, took effect immediately and was relied upon by 

lessor and lessee for over eight (8) years before Greer’s death. Section 3 simply provided that at 

Greer’s death the lease would not terminate and that the rights and obligations of lessor be 

transferred to Ball including the right to receive rental payments.  Finding the assignment to be 

invalid, the majority opinion then proceeded to determine that the agreement was testamentary in 

nature but failed to meet the statutory requirements for a valid Will. 

 The dissenting opinion finds that the disputed provision (Section 3, Death) is enforceable 

under Ford v Hegwood, 485 So. 2d 1044 (Miss. 1986).  The dissent cites the following portion of 

the Ford decision: 

 When doubtful cases arise it is incumbent upon us that we build our adjudication 

upon the cornerstone of this grand purpose of our law.  Where as here individuals 

seek to accomplish ends authorized by our law, we are obliged to take upon 

ourselves a positive attitude that the law may serve, not thwart, the legitimate 

aspirations of those individuals.  Put otherwise, the rules of strict construction 

sometimes applied when enforcement of penal rules is at issue give way in the 

present context to an appropriate degree of liberality. 
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 One end our ancestors thought a necessary incident of freedom, and for which 

they long fought, was the right to own property and necessarily the right to 

dispose of one’s property as one sees fit.  Our law today empowers persons to 

accomplish these ends—to be sure, with notable restrictions, none of which affect 

today’s adjudication. 

 

 The dissent reasoned 

 “thus, if possible, we should uphold an instrument by which instrument an 

individual attempted to dispose of her property as she sees fit.  To that end, we 

must construe such an instrument with “an appropriate degree of liberality” in a 

way that renders it valid rather than invalid, and we must resolve “doubtful cases” 

in favor of finding the instrument valid.” ¶ 22 COA opinion.   

 

As was done in Ford, the dissenting opinion reasoned that this assignment contained in a lease 

should likewise be enforced. 

 Interestingly, both the majority opinion and the dissenting opinion quote Ford and 

Buchanan as the authority for their result.  Both opinions quote Buchanan as follows: 

 When an instrument purports to be a deed and is in the words and form of a deed 

and is acknowledged as such, it should be construed to be testamentary in 

character and inoperative as a deed of conveyance when, and only when, it 

affirmatively and clearly appears from the language of the instrument itself, 

giving due consideration to all its provisions, that it was the intention of the 

person signing it that the instrument itself would have no effect until his death. 

Buchanan 236 Miss. at 756, 112 So. 2d at 227 (emphasis added). ¶ 11 and 24 

COA opinion. 

 

 The dissent correctly recognized that “it is undisputed that “the instrument itself”—the 

lease—was intended to and did take effect when it was executed” theorizing that “this point 

alone seems to be a sufficient reason not to regard the challenged provision as “testamentary.”  

¶ 25 COA opinion.   

 Oaks had sued both Ball and the Lessees, Jene’ and David Nunnery, seeking to terminate 

the lease in question as of Greer’s death.  The Nunnerys filed a Counter-Claim before the lower 

Court but thereafter dismissed their claims as evidenced by stipulation, signed by counsel on 

behalf of all parties (Oaks, Nunnerys and Ball) wherein it is stipulated “that the lease at issue in 
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this litigation is valid, binding, and enforceable.”  For that reason, the dissent recognized that the 

disputed Section 3 was a part of a valid agreement between Greer and the Nunnerys and could 

not be unilaterally revoked.  The dissent then correctly reasoned that they are unable to say that 

the lease agreement “affirmatively and clearly appears from the language of the instrument itself, 

giving due consideration to all its provisions, that it was the intention of the persons signing it 

that the instrument itself would have no effect until Greer’s death.” 

 The dissent finds Ford to say  

“we should refuse to enforce a voluntary assignment of property rights only if it 

“affirmatively and clearly appears from the language of the instrument” that it 

was intended only as a testamentary gift and served no other purpose.  Ford, 485 

So. 2d at 1047. “ 

 

and goes on to conclude 

 

  “This does not describe the assignment in this case, which directly affects other 

parties (the Nunnerys) and requires Ball to pay property taxes in addition to 

receiving rental payments.  Based on Ford’s instruction that even “doubtful 

cases” should be resolved in favor of finding the instrument valid, I conclude that 

the challenged language is simply one part of a valid lease, not an invalid 

testamentary gift hidden in a lease.” ¶ 28 COA opinion. 

 

 This was a valid and binding lease agreement, stipulated so by all parties, and which was 

relied upon for over eight (8) years prior to Greer’s death placing this instrument squarely within 

the reasoning employed by the dissent; and this Court should adopt that same reasoning and 

grant certiorari in order to recognize that Greer attempted to dispose of her property as she saw 

fit and that the instrument should be deemed valid, well within “an appropriate degree of 

liberality”.  Not to mention the fact that the flood gate of challenges 
3
 to other documents 

evidencing end of life decisions may be averted. 

 

 

                                                           
3
 Most of which would involve far more money than that which was the subject of this dispute. 
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CONCLUSION 

For the reasons as stated hereinabove, Appellee, Linda Greer Ball, urges this Court to  

grant a Writ of Certiorari and review this case. 

      Respectfully submitted, 

      /s/ William D. Boerner____________ 
William D. Boerner, Esq., MSB No. 3610 

Boerner Law Firm, P.C. 

P. O. Box 205 

Brookhaven, MS  39602 

Tel:  (601) 833-1128 

Fax: (601) 833-0161 

Attorney for Linda Greer Ball 
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